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Since it’s good practice to include this, if you’re going to take action on any of the following tips, all of which will
help you build a better, badder, MASSthetic physique, please read the following before heading to the gym.

Hopefully my eloquently worded comments don’t invalidate the holy temple of health & fitness disclaimers.

And away we go.

You should consult your physician or other healthcare professional before implementing any of these tips to
determine if they’re right for your needs (spoiler - if you wanna get jacked, shredded, and tanned; they are). This is
particularly true if you or your family have a history of high blood pressure or heart disease, or if you have ever
experienced chest pain when exercising or have experienced chest pain in the past month when not engaged in
physical activity, smoke, have high cholesterol, are obese, or have a bone or joint problem that could be made
worse by a change in physical activity (c’mon, don’t be that much of a meathead). Do not use any of these tips if
your physician or healthcare provider advises against it (...screw ‘em). If you experience faintness, dizziness, pain
or shortness of breath at any time while exercising you should stop immediately (seriously, if you faint while

training, we need to talk).

The Hypertrophy Handbook offers health, fitness and nutritional information with the goal of getting you fucking
jacked, and is designed for educational purposes only. You should not rely on this information as a substitute for,
nor does it replace, professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment (spare me). If you have any concerns or
questions about your health, you should always consult with a physician or other healthcare professional. Do not
disregard, avoid or delay obtaining medical or health related advice from your healthcare professional because of
something you may have read in this book. The use of any information provided in The Hypertrophy Handbook is
solely at your own risk (but you will get huge).

Developments in medical research may impact the health, fitness and nutritional advice that appears here (yeah,

they’ll validate it all in twenty years). No assurance can be given that the advice contained in The Hypertrophy
Handbook will always include the most recent findings or developments with respect to the particular subject
(but it will always help you build muscle).

If you think you’re having a medical or health emergency, call your healthcare professional, or 911,
immediately (c’mon, this isn’t amateur hour).

The Hypertrophy Handbook may contain sexual innuendos, swearing or other things that generally make things
more awesome. Please do not read this manual if you would find these materials offensive.
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"Here’s a little statement I want
you to remember…""Nerves that
Fire together, wire together.""

Donald O. Hebb, Canadian
psychologist, sought to
understand how the function of
neurons contributed to processes
such as learning. He is best
known for his theory of Hebbian
learning.
Hebbian learning, when applied to
strength training, is the repeated
practice of a lift.

This practice increases the
neurological impulses to a muscle.
Over time, your nervous system
becomes more efficient at
delivering high voltage to the
muscle.

The more “practice” you get with
a lift, the stronger you will
become."
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Stop eating absurd amounts of protein.

While good in moderation, excessive protein

takes up caloric space for both carbs and fat

which are both important building blocks

for Testosterone (the body's most anabolic

hormone) and recovery (fyi, you grow in

your sleep). Protein should be consumed at

the minimum effective dosage required for

muscle support in training. The remainder

of the diet should consist of carbs and fat if

testosterone optimization is also one of your

goals; which it should be. No one wants a

badass body with a limp noodle between

their legs.

http://www.petertzemis.com/
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Eat appetizers.
If you're eating
out, order one.

If you're at
home, make a

pb&j to eat
while you make

dinner.

http://bentrained.com/


Consistency
is king.

Always.
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High volume isn't

everything. Time

under tension and

heavy strength work

will both help optimize

your growth.



Carbs are your
friend, food, and
fuel.
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Never go to

sleep hungry.

For the gains.

And for your

overall

happiness.
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Eat breakfast.
Fasting is great
for fat loss; not

so much for
muscular gain.

http://www.anymanfitness.com/


Strength is the driver for hypertrophy, but pure
strength doesn't always equal pure size. Once
you develop your strength, aim for the higher
rep ranges. Anywhere from 8 - 20, sometimes
even more.
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Train your biceps and triceps

daily. They'll recover just fine.
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Muscles need
to be trained
at least twice
a week. Any
less and
you're leaving
gains on the
table.

http://www.healthylivingheavylifting.com/


Don't mess around with

'fancy shit you saw on

Youtube'. Stick to the

basics, and do 2/3

compound free-weight

moves, 1/3 isolations/

machines ... give or take.
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Eat big around workouts.
Dieting might be the time to
cut back on calories or save
them for when you're hungry,
but bulking isn't. Make sure
you're fueled up, and then
eating enough to properly
recover.
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I don't care

what your

macro

calculator tells

you, if you can't

gain weight, you

need to eat

more. Period.  

http://www.joeypercia.com/
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If you can't feel the proper
muscles working use pre-
fatigue and activation
exercises prior to any heavy
lifting  

Grow a beard. This is
without a doubt the reason
you can't add muscle. There's
science you know, and 60%
of the time it works
everytime

Stop thinking, light weight
for high reps OR heavy
weight for low reps. Unless
your a genetic freak you need
them all.

Put an emphasis on your
sleep and recovery. If you
train your ass off in the gym
but aren't growing this is
most likely what is missing 
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"Would you be stronger performing squats in 52 workouts per year or 104
workouts per year? Logic says to go with 104, but why? Consistent exposure to
stimuli is vital for learning new movement patterns, allowing you to become
better at exercises faster. While this doesn't mean you should train every
movement pattern daily, performing total body training routines with an
emphasis on big movements will help you improve your technique and accelerate
hypertrophy. Back in 2000, a study compared one-day and three-days per week
of equal-volume resistance training. Researchers randomly separated twenty-
five experienced subjects into training groups. Group one performed one day per
week of strength training with 3 sets to failure, using rep ranges moving from
3-10 reps per set. Group two performed workouts three days per week with one
set to failure per day while working in the same rep ranges.

Volume between the two groups stayed the same, yet group two had greater
increases in both lean body mass and one-rep max strength. With total volume
held constant, spreading the training frequency to three doses per week
produced superior results in both strength and muscular hypertrophy.

Along the same lines, a 2010 study on anabolic processes in human skeletal
muscle found that repeated phases of net protein balance, which can be a
generated response to repeated bouts of resistance exercise and protein
ingestion, reinforces muscle hypertrophy.

Bottom line, a higher training frequency is a no-brainer from an increased
protein synthesis and skill acquisition standpoint. Train more often and adjust
your daily volume and recovery as needed."

http://www.bachperformance.com/
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When it comes to
muscle growth,

insulin >
testosterone. Make

sure you're utilizing
insulin to its greatest

potential by timing
meals and foods with

largest insulin
response in and

around your training
session.

http://chriscoulsonfitness.com/


Eat, a lot. Then eat some more. Because you just don't
eat enough. And if you think you are eating enough,
have a little more. Don't be afraid to add a little fat. If
you're training intensity is high enough, you shouldn't
have to worry about spilling over and become
downright fat.
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You need more than just heavy weights to build mass.
Starting Strength is a great beginner program for learning
the key lifts, but it's not going to get you huge. You need
training volume, and lots of it. Tension, blood flow, and
muscle damage are the 3 programming pillars of successful
hypertrophy training.
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Take the time to

perfect a

movement,

instead of an

exercise. This is

key for long

term muscle

development and

quality of life. 

http://www.preeminentfitnesssystems.com/


Keeping a recovery diary, can help
you better understand your bodies
response to all the other factors that
go into building muscle.
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Proprioceptive exercises aren't just for
rehab and injury prevention. They can
help unlock hidden weaknesses and
unlocking weaknesses, can equal a
potential for more muscle growth.

Men should care about the size of their glutes.
Train them often and train them hard with hip-
hinge movements. Your sex life, movement
quality of life, and muscle building life, will thank
you. 
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If you've be skinny all your life

and have had trouble gaining

weight (especially if you're

under 25 years old starting

out), place more emphasis on

high carb consumption. 

Full body workouts are always
a good option when beginning
your lifting career. They help
ensure you become well rounded
in the basic human movement
patterns.

Be smart with supersets.
Have some rhyme and

reason for your exercise
selection and set/rep

scheme.
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You most certainly can train a muscle daily. Ultra high
reps are great for warm-ups, increasing blood flow - which
will aid in recovery and reduce overuse syndrome injury
and pain from intense training bouts.

Do not neglect isometric exercises in your programming.
Isometrics provide large motor recruitment and increased mind
muscle connection by stimulating greater neural drive to the
contracted muscle. 

Human movements build muscle - not exercises. An

exercise without proper movement, is limiting: muscle

growth, recovery, growth stimulus and strength

progression.

Don't neglect your fixator muscles. If they are weak,
underused and inhibited, you can be assured that you are

losing out on muscle gains.
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For pure hypertrophy make sure
the muscle you want to target is
the limiting factor in your exercise
selection. For example if you want
to target your quads and you
choose a front squat (a very fine
exercise may I say) the limiting
factor there are not your size
lagging quads, is your upper back.
Which means your upper back will
fatigue way before your quads do
and you will have to cut the
exercise short while not
stimulating the quads at their full
potential. A more suitable choice
would be either a high bar back
squat or a leg press or hack squat,
where the ,aim limiting factor will
be indeed your quads. Apply this
to every body part.

http://facebook.com/rolando.real
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Include  dedicated phases of both lower reps, heavy
work and other of higher reps, lower loads and  pump
work. This is the old time tested Accumulation and
Intensification model and it  works like charm.

Basically do a phase of fewer,  mostly  compound moves
where the goal is to get brutally strong in the lower rep
ranges (2-6). Think starting strength, 5 x 5, 5/3/1,
wave ladders etc. Then follow it by a high volume
 phase where you include multi-angle, varied exercise
selection in the higher rep ranges (10-30). In which the
goal is to get used to a higher volume of work. The
contrast of alternating those will have a synergistic
effect and allow for faster gains that if you do just one.
Muscle feed strength and strength feed muscle.

Keep your priority  your priority.
 Have phases in which you relentlessly

and unapologetically pursue
hypertrophy as your ONLY objective.  

Sounds like common sense but if you
want to add mass as soon and fast as

humanly possible in the next 3-5
months then all your efforts must be

directed to just that. You need to eat,
sleep, lift for mass.

Don't try to improve your running
time, don't try chase maximal

strength PRs, don't try to up your pull
ups max reps and for Crom’s  sake

don't try to lose fat and gain tons of
muscle at the same time. Keep the

goal the goal.

Apply maintaining phases

after your building phases

where your goal is just to

stay at your new weight and

get the body enough time to

set a new “muscle set point”.

So, I completely made up

that term but the gist of it is

this, I have seen (purely

anecdotal) that new muscle is

muscle you can lost easily.

When you reach a new

higher scale weight PR stay

at that weight for 6-12 weeks

weeks before going into a

cutting phase to consolidate

that new muscle.

Keep a training journal where you
note down ALL aspects of your
training, sleep patterns, diet and
general health. Note down both
subjective and objective measures.
This will be an invaluable tool in
knowing how your body adapt to
your efforts and you will become an
expert in what works for YOU.

XH



If you have trouble activating

certain body parts, particularly

those that are lagging, start your

workouts with an exercise that

places these muscles in the

shortest position anatomically.

Then hold that contraction for 2

to 3 seconds on every repetition.
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There is no such
thing as a bad
exercise. There is
only bad execution
or intention.

http://www.sonsofstrength.com/
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Deadlifts are not required to
improve your physique. If
you can't touch your toes or
lift the weight while
maintaining a neutral spine,
you should select another
exercise to get the job done.

Don't just choose different

exercises for the sake of

variety. Once you begin to

understand the strength

curves of each exercise, then

you can appropriately pick

and place in your workouts to

target the entire length of the

muscle.

To grow your back and keep
your shoulders healthy, focus
on what you are doing at the
scapula. Do not fixate them
but instead allow them to
move freely.

Use high intensity methods to

produce muscle damage,

provide an unfamiliar

stimulus and keep your

workouts challenging and

exciting.



Generally,
training a muscle

more frequently
will make it grow

bigger.  As long
as your are

recovering, crank
it up.
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You can probably
work harder than you
think.  Push yourself
harder.  If you feel
like shit the first 2
weeks, this is fine,
you'll adapt.

http://jmaxfitness.com/


Don't get too hung up on all of

the *research* about the best

ways to train. The best ways to

train have been proven over

and over again through trial

and repetition from those

who've come before us. Mimic

them instead of relying on

latest pubmed article.
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And if you care about studies that much,

one study came out recently that

suggests going to failure (in any rep

range) is more of a precursor to muscle

growth than any load/rep scheme.

(http://jap.physiology.org/content/early/

2016/05/09/japplphysiol.00154.2016) 

http://jcdfitness.com/
http://jap.physiology.org/content/early/2016/05/09/japplphysiol.00154.2016
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http://massthetics.net/


"If you can't see your abs
or your dick disappears

when you look down, to be
blunt, you're fat. Get lean

before you try to build a ton
of muscle. You'll have a
much easier time adding

MASS once you've set your
body up to do so on a

hormonal level.

There is one caveat,
though. If you're ""skinny

fat"" with little to no
muscle mass, do everything

you can to build muscle.
Otherwise once you drop

the fat, you'll be left
looking like a skeleton with

excess skin."
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If your schedule allows, take a
15-20 minute mid-afternoon
nap. If it doesn't see what you
can to fit one in anyway.
Quick naps are huge for
muscle building, recovery
processes, and your mental
state.



"Train your legs more. Two, three, even
four times per week. Just do it.

Legs being the most energy dense muscle
on your body (that's why training them is

hard work), will help boost your
metabolism when you train them with
high frequency. This is great for both

setting yourself apart from others, and
aiding body recomposition. You can

generate a lot of physique change in a
short time by doing so."
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If you've been stuck on a plateau

for a while, change the training

stimulus, not your entire program.

Play with different grips, angles,

attachments, and points on the

strength curve. All while keeping

the context and structure of your

program the same. This is where

the muscle building magic

happens.
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"Never perform an exercise that

hurts.  Do something else. All

exercises are just tools. As such,

there’s no need to feel that you

“have” to do a certain exercise

to build muscle, especially when

there are so many different

movements that could work just

as well.

That said, some exercises also

serve as diagnostic tools. So if

you “can't squat” for whatever

reason, it behooves you to at

least try to figure out why, and

if possible, correct it. "

http://bryankrahn.com/


Use the muscle to move the weight. Try to feel

every rep in the target muscle; squeeze the

contraction, fight the eccentric. You'll know you're

doing this correctly when your last rep looks

almost as “clean” as your first rep.
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Beginners should focus on building strength in the basic
movements. This will deliver gains in size, strength, power, etc.
However, at a certain point a decision must be made: is my focus
strength or physique development? While there’s considerable
overlap between the two pursuits, to reach excellence in either
requires a much more “narrow & deep” approach.

Adding volume is arguably the most powerful
muscle building parameter you have. But the big
caveat is, QUALITY volume. So be cautious. If
you perform 3 sets of an exercise and get 8-10
reps, then decide to do a fourth set and get only 2
or 3, that wasn't a wise decision. Junk volume
does nothing.
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Train Inside Out- most of us
start with the big muscles
(chest/back) and finish with
token reps on the forearms
and calves. To get the
enviable X-frame typified by
Marvel Superheroes, you
want overdeveloped
extremities and a muscular
torso- start upper body day
with forearms, upper arm
and delt before you train
chest/back. The priority
principle will show as they
benefit from the focus.

http://facebook.com/mike.demeter


Specific warmups make sense- many Coaches
call these rehearsal sets. It makes no sense
for me to walk on a treadmill and do quad

stretches prior to training chest, yet we see
this done to excess at most commercial gyms.

If I am starting with Incline DB Presses,
before I go for my 5x5, I will lead in with

rehearsal sets on this movement of 20/
15/12/8 . .then the 5x5. As long as no rice
krispie noises: "Snap, Crackle, Pop" . .we're

good to go and the focus and heightened
innervation is where it belongs- on the target

muscles.
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Avoid heavy core work- unless you're a performance based
athlete, the needs of the physique athlete - especially in this day
and age of GH gut- is to minimize waist thickness. Train the core
with time under tension or focused isometrics. It will provide the
requisite stability and tone without gaining thickness- typified by
heavy side bends or weighted situps.
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Muscle growth is a
long term continuum.
 There is no "perfect"
program then, there
is only good timing.
View your training
continuum as wave
that trends upwards,
not a straight line

http://alexanderjuanantoniocortes.com/
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Your muscle growth will be
limited by your joint health. If
your joints start to take a
beating, then training needs to
change

Muscle CAN grow from every rep range, but
not all rep ranges are equal. Low reps carry

a cost on the joints, while high reps are
notoriously slow to improve after a few
workouts. Your operative mindset then

should be to "nudge" progression through
both consistency and variety. There is no

"just do this" strategy to any of this

A muscle has 4 sides. An origin,
an insertion, and a lateral and

medial aspect. "Complete"
muscular developments

constitutes developing ALL of
these aspects with relative

balance between them

Some movements work a muscle

completely, while others

emphasize a particular aspect.

The less genetically gifted you

are, the more you will need to

take an "angle by angle"

approach
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Loading is only impressive when accompanied
by muscular control. Only occasional do sloppy
reps and body english do much for actual
stimulation. 

The most gifted lifters will almost always favor compound
movements. The least gifted will be the ones that had to
train their chest or shoulder or back etc with 20+
movements and ridiculous volume/frequency/intensity.
Both are going to have different viewpoints on what is
"best" for muscle growth

When should you "cheat" on a rep? Do so for movements
that allow sustained tension WHILE using momentum. If you

lose feeling in the muscle, but the weight is now heavier, you
are doing it wrong. 

Bodybuilding had its origins in developing the body as

art, and living a healthy, sustainable lifestyle in the

process of doing so. Keep this in mind when wishing

that things would go faster
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Be consistent in your
variety. You will be told
to stick the basics, but
how you rotate them,
vary them, and progress
them, that can be planned

A muscle that you cannot feel
tends to grow slowly. If a

body part is stubborn,
maximize the innervation.

Isometric, static holds,
accommodating resistance,

and creativity with the angles
of your exercises may be very

necessary to make this
happen.

Don't look for the best

programs, look to create the

best training experience.

Programs are programs are

programs, ultimately it's the

individual sessions that

determine how well they work.

Learn to develop
internal focus,
exclusive of your
environment. Your
mental game will the
true determinant of
your long term
training progression
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"Aggressively develop mind-muscle
connection. This is especially

important as you increase your
training age and certain movement

patterns get set. You need to be
sure to be using the muscle you're
targeting to perform an exercise,

not just allowing your body to
perform it most efficiently (which

almost always shifts the focus
away from the targeted muscle).

To develop mind-muscle
connection, move through the

range of motion slowly and
deliberately, be sure to actively flex
and squeeze the muscle throughout

the entire rep."

http://romanfitnesssystems.com/
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"Specialize – at the intermediate and advanced
levels, muscle gain is not a linear process; it happens
in spurts. And while you can't turn hypertrophy on
and off like a light switch, you CAN influence those

spurts and direct where they happen.

Specialization is the easiest way to do both. Rather
than working your ass off to gain 5 pounds of mass

distributed all over your body – which ultimately has
no visual impact –, it's better to spend 4-8 weeks

focusing on adding size to a single body part.

For some more information on specialization,  
                                ."check out this article

http://romanfitnesssystems.com/articles/specialization/
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Use perfect form.
When form breaks
down and
deteriorates, yet you
continue to attempt
more repetitions,
many times less stress
is actually applied to
the target muscle, and
more to soft tissue
creating injuries both
minor or major.

http://www.mountaindogdiet.com/
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Gradually increase
training intensity. There
is no need to jump in and
go balls out from day 1.
Build up your intensity.
Get the most out of the
least. Give yourself
somewhere to go. Once
your intensity reaches sky
high levels, you will
probably have to back off
after every 5 to 6 weeks,
but gradually work up to
this.

Learn how to engage

the target muscles you

are attempting to

train. If you can't feel

them contracting, or

feel massive tension

in them during the

eccentric part of the

movement, you will

lose out on progress.

It is not simply

enough to move weight

from Point A to Point

B.
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As your eyes wander down this page, the untold muscle building glory that is the Hypertrophy

Handbook comes to a close.

Rather than leave you hanging as to what’s next, here’re a few things you can do to keep the gain
train rolling.

1. Join me on         ,               ,             , and         . There’s XXX rated food porn, meathead
thoughts, nearly-naked pictures and enough caffeine to jack up a small Elephant. 

2. Read and reply to the daily emails I send out. I promise that if you read the emails, and ask
questions when need be, you’ll learn all of the muscle building, fat torching things and stuff.

3. Invest into                                                         . It’s not for everyone, but if it’s for you…get
ready to change your physique, and your life.

4. Run through the                             challenge that’s on the blog.

5. The Hypertrophy Handbook is a compilation of tips from some of the top experts in the
industry. Don’t just absorb my content, but check out their’s as well. There’s well over 200 years of
experience and knowledge contained within this book. Use it.

Seriously. A number of coaches who contributed to the Hypertrophy Handbook (John Meadows,
John Romaniello, Mike Demeter, Alexander Cortes) are coaches who yours truly looked up to and
learned from when I was first getting into the lifting life. 

Do as I did, and absorb their knowledge. Mesh it with what you read on the walls of MASSthetics. 

You will get the results you deserve.

And on that note, I’m out.

Train hard, my friend.

Yours in MASS,

_Alex

28 Days of MASS

MASSthetics 1-1 Physique Coaching

Insta Bookface Tweeter Snap

https://twitter.com/AlexMullan13
https://snapchat.com/add/alexmullan13
https://www.instagram.com/alexmullan13/?hl=en
https://www.facebook.com/masstheticsclan/?fref=ts
http://massthetics.net/physique-coaching/
http://massthetics.net/category/28-day-trainer/

